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Nominations for the 2019 Employee Recognition Ceremony Survey 

 
Note: all questions will be in “open-text” format. 

1. Biggest Animal Lover 
 

2. Most Likely to Be Found at Comic-Con 
Whom do you know that appreciates the geekier things in life? 

 
3. Most Likely to Survive on a Deserted Island 

They’re tough, smart, and could probably figure out how to create a sailboat from palm 
leaves. Nominate them! 
 

4. Best Entertainer 
Who’s always singing, dancing, or otherwise keeping the people in your department—
well—entertained? 
 

5. Most Likely to Go the Extra Mile 
This is a person that is not satisfied until s/he gets the results they want! They won’t stop 
until they’ve closed the case, found the file, or otherwise gotten the job done. 
 

6. Biggest Personality 
Everybody knows this person. They’re friends with all, chat with dozens of people as they 
walk down the halls…you can’t miss them in a crowd! 
 

7. Unique Cubicle of the Year 
 

8. Most Positive Person 
 

9. “Under the Radar” Employee 
Who works really hard, but somehow always seems to get overlooked? 
 

10. Best Dressed 
This person always puts their best foot forward when it comes to style. 
 

11. Living the Most Healthfully 
Who do you know who’s always in the fitness center, or snacking on veggies—plain 
taking care of themselves? 
 

12. Biggest Sports Fan 
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13. Go-To Supervisor/Coach 

 
14. Go-To Manager 

 
15. Go-To ET/Lead 

 
16. Most Supportive Support 

Which support technician do you think most deserves to be recognized for their efforts? 
 

17. Most Involved 
This is a person who seems to have a hand in every committee, team, and work project. 
 

18. Biggest Advocate for Veterans 
 

19. Most NARA Spirit 
Who is the best example of what kind of person you’d like to see working at NARA? 
 

20. "Next" Archivist 
Vote for the man or woman with the biggest ambitions, and the ability to meet those goals. 
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